
Aseprite v1.1.13 – Review of my first Impressions

I love the program so far. 
It‘s super fun to play around with and it‘s already more efficient for certain tasks, than software I 
used for years. Also one of the best „indie“ drawing programs I tested so far in my whole life. 
I think with more work on the basic tools and the interface it could become an exceptional piece of 
software in future.

Usually if I test drawing programs, I test basic functionality, this means things I use 90% of my day 
if I am creating normal images. I see all other features as „cherry“ on the cake.
A bad pencil, or a bad colorpicker are therefore subtracting much more general usefulness from the 
program, than a super cool new feature, which i need maybe occassionally adds.

I also haven‘t tested everything in-depth so far. This review focuses on some basic functions and 
some functions I particularly wanted to test out.

Testing setup:
2-monitor with different setup, left handed person, wacom intuos 4, using keyboard / I am using 
right hand mode for selections, means I operat ethe mouse with my right hand.

General Impressions:

6.5/10 
would recommend to buy if you are doing any type of pixel art – pro or beginner, there is stuff
you don‘t want to miss out on.

That being said, there also is a ton of currently unused potential. 
In some spots where it would really matter the software is sadly just „solid“ and other 
software is significantly more efficient at basic drawing in direct comparison.

+Tool stands out in quality compared to similar „indie software“
+well thought through
+extremely great support by the dev
+some features you don‘t want to miss out on as pixel artist, like shading ink, symmetry, contour 
tool, jumble and blur
+super solid way to customize key-commands

-most used tools like pencil, marquee tools and colorpicker not perfect yet.
-basic setting setup not optimal, therefore beginners don‘t have the best settings they could have.
-horrible interface (takes up too much space, should be native desktop resolution)

-many things need more clicks than you‘d need to control them 
-not all things you need key-shortcuts for have applicable key-shortcuts
-basic setup not left-hander friendly, bc. No keyboard-symmetry of alt buttons.
-basic transparency colors are too harsh (you can reset them on your own)
-no option to „spread out“ the toolbox so hard to see all tools at once
-some stuff is super well hidden in the program and I couldn‘t have figured out without the 
developer



Detail Impressions:

PENCIL TOOL:

6/10 solid, not great, tons of wasted potential.

+++++super tight refresh, drawing lines feels good
+++picking color can be set to rightclick / tablet pen
++ settings for crosshair & brushshape
+pixel perfect algorhythm checkbox

–-shift line drawing has no preview, therefore hit or miss
–no possibility to lock lines to pixelexact positions with the pencil

GENERAL BRUSH SETTINGS:
3/10

+++++brush size +/- can get tied to keyboard shortcuts/tablet
+various basic brush shapes
+automatic rotation

–haven‘t found a way to access rotation component via keystrokes / no possibility to manupulate 
with tablet
- icon makes it sometimes hard to tell which brush you have selected (will turn in a bniogger 
problem once you can cycle through them with keys)
–---no pixel prefect rotation (e.g 28.568 for perfect 2.1 bc. Full-number lock) – I think not more 
than 8 16 pixelrotation steps are ever needed though
–-rotation on square pencil (diamond) is not pixel perfect
–-rotation on calligraphic-line pencil is not pixel perfect if you make it bigger
-therefore you can‘t paint continuous fluid lines with the callygraphy tool
–---haven‘t found keyboard shortcuts to cycle through brushtypes (square, round, callygraphy)
-missing basic shapes, like 4:3, ellipse brush, 4:3 circle, crosses, stars, iso square, rhombs, square 
outlines 

Extra-Feature: CUSTOM BRUSH SETTINGS:
9/10
+++ custom brushshape, super nice feature, reason to buy the program
+++ super cool options

? possibility to save custom brushes / quickload them?
-issue with dither+transprency

SHADING INK:
7/10
+++ shading ink is a „hook“ of the program & reason to buy, speeds up your shading, super useful
–-current setup hampers the function, because multiple same palette entries hamper other tools, 
while having just ramps in the palette, doesn‘t let you use the shading ink to it‘s fullest extend.
---unusable with more complex palettes

COLORPICKER:
6/10 solid, functionable, sadly tons of wasted potential



+rgb&hsv bars
+hexcode / copyable
+palette entry number is shown
+relative (never used that before, but seems useful)

–---lacks function to show hsv/rgb at once
–-interface design let‘s it take up too much space on the screen
-no fg&bg color in there
-no possibility to quickly switch fg/bg colors selected (no keyshortcut either)
-no quick reset of fg/bg color
-no quick +/- buttons to quickly edit values

PALETTE EDITOR:
6/10

+there is one
+there are a lot of basic palettes to load from the get go
+size can be set
+basic gradients
+quick erasing of palette entries

–---multiple same entries aren‘t seen as the same color – causes multiple issues, with ink, with othe 
tools….
–-copying/moving colors with the yellow frame needs more movements than necessary, super 
fiddly if you want to resort a bigger palette.
--palette line width is tied to the colorpicker in the interface, can‘t get „fixed“ on it‘s own
-duplicating a color changes palette size )counteracted by simple removal of entries though)

SYMMETRY TOOL:
9/10 another reason to use the program

+super easy and convenient

-hidden, needs to get activated for basic settings
-no vertical and horizontal symmetry at once for handdrawn profile shapes.

MARQUEE TOOLS:
8/10 pretty good, some unused potential

+++super tight, exact placement, good preview
++++once i found out about spacebar moving, they became highly efficient
+ rotation pivot settings
+++++ rot sprite algorhythm (another reason to use Aseprite)

–---if you don‘t know about spacebar moving they feel bad
–-subtracting from selection is fiddlier than it would need to be )needs 2 modifiers, could use only 
one though)
--information numbers aren‘t easy readable
-information lacks auto calculated width/height ratio
-rotation areal is not super clear and sometimes you rotate without wanting to do it.
-rotSprite algorhythm not selected as default



TILED VIEW:
6/10 nice to have, doesn‘t feel fully fleshed out yet.

+it‘s there

–---no possibility to show exact tile borders, therefore easy to get lost in space
-even if you align a grid only left and top border will be shown, no bottom and right border 
(wouldn‘t use grid, would rather love to have a checkbox & key combination with which i can 
dynamically switch the tile borders on and off)

idea: would be convenient to select an area in the painting area to which you can apply tiled mode 
dynamically, might be hard to do though.  

ANIMATION:
haven‘t really tested animation in depth so far BUT one thing:

needs editable milliseconds in the frame-information, that you quickly can adjust the time each 
frame is displayed and that you have that information visible at one glance. Noting this here, bc. it‘s
a major drawback in GraphicsGale which I currently use for animation.


